Vulnerability, tenderness, and the experience of selfobject relationship: a self psychological view of deepening curative process in group psychotherapy.
A focus on patients' self-experiences and narcissistic vulnerability can enhance the deepening of curative process. From a self psychological view, deepening the therapeutic process means that, through the analyst's empathic immersion in the patient's subjective view, earlier and earlier forms of the patterns and beliefs that organize this view, including selfobject yearnings and fears of retraumatization, are experienced and become available for interpretation. Vulnerability is viewed as one end of a dimension of self-state. The other end is a state of self-protectiveness. Tenderness and emotional availability as aspects of a selfobject relationship are seen as crucial to the encouraging of vulnerable moments that are key to the deepening of curative process. A group session is presented to illustrate the attitudes that facilitate this process.